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A matroid M over a set E of elements is semiseparated by a partition {F, S2} 
of E iff rank E = rank Si f rank S2 + 1. Such a semiseparation defines in 
each S” a pair of matroids or patroid Pi = (W, m‘); the two patroids P, Pe 
weld to form M. The operations of removing and contracting a non-degenerate 
element of a matroid produce a patroid. The properties of patroids, their bases, 
and circuits are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We begin by defining our terminology. Different authors (e.g., Whitney, 
[6], Tutte, [5], Brylawski, [2]) have their own preferred way of defining a 
matroid and looking at matroid theory. In this paper I think of matroids 
as generalizations of finite connected graphs. Hence I use graph terminol- 
ogy, e.g., edge (= element), loop, isthmus, forest (= independent set). 
Let E = (el , e2 ,..., e,} be a finite set of edges (or elements or points). Let 
4t = (F1 ) F2 ,...} be a non-empty set of subsets Ff (forests or independent 
sets) of E. A forest F, is maximal in S C E if there is no forest Fq such that 
F, C F, C S. The sets E, F define a matroid or combinatorial pregeometry 
M over E if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1. la) every subset of a forest is a forest, 
(1.1 b) for any given S C E, all maximal forests (subbases) in S have the 
same number of elements, called rank S (or, more explicitly, rank (S; M)). 
Note that (since 9 is non-empty) these imply that 0 is a forest. A 
maximal forest (subbase) of E is a base of the matroid, and the rank of E 
is the rank, p, = rank A4 of the matroid. An edge not contained in any 
base is a loop, one contained in every base is an isthmus (as in graphs). 
Loops and isthmuses are degenerate edges. A non-degenerate edge is 
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therefore one contained in some but not all bases. A minimal non-forest 
(minimal dependent set) is a circuz? (corresponding to a simple polygon in 
a graph). 
2. PROPERTIES OF MATROIDS 
We make the conventions that, unless otherwise stated, a letter A4 with 
or without an affix (e.g., i&f” or M’) denotes a matroid, E (or, respectively, 
Es, E’) its set of edges (elements), p = rank M = rank E. Bb (or B,) 
denotes a typical base, and Ff a typical forest (independent set). All sets 
are finite, and all graphs are finite and connected. {So, Sl,...) or {Ss) denotes 
a partition of E into disjoint sets S”. We will not distinguish between an 
edge ea and the set whose only element is eh , but readers who wish to can 
translate that into {Q}. The end of a proof is marked 1. 
For the standard properties of matroids (combinatorial pregeometries) 
see, for example, [5] and [6]. In particular, let DB, = E\B, denote the 
complement of the base Bb (cabuse). Then the DB, are bases of the dual 
matroid DM (also called M* and ai). Immediate consequences of this 
definition are 
D(DM) = M, (2.1) 
rank M + rank DM = / E i . (2.2) 
Let {To, T1, T*j be a partition of E in which T2 is a forest. Consider the 
set of all forests Ff C To which obey 
Ff u T2 is a forest of M; (2.3) 
we assert that they are the forests of a matroid M’. For they clearly obey 
(1 .la). And, if S C To, the maximal forests of the form Ft (2.3) in S cor- 
respond to maximal forests of the form (Ff u T2) in (S u T”). Hence, for 
these maximal Ff , 
/ Ff 1 = 1 Ff u T2 1 - 1 T2 / = rank(S u T2) - / T2 I , 
and this is independent of the particular Ff chosen, confirming (l.lb). a 
If T2 = 0, we call M’ the restriction (or reduction) of M to To. It is 
defined in the obvious way by taking the forests of M’ to be the forests of 
M wholly contained in To. The circuits of M’ are the circuits of M con- 
tained in To. Hence: 
(2.4) Let e, be an edge in some subset S _C E. Then eh is either contained 
in every subbbase of S, or in some circuit r C S, but not both. 1 
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3. SEPARABILITY 
For any base Bb and partition (S>i of E. 
p = rank M = / & -= z‘ 1 B, IT Ss : s,‘: z rank S’. (3.1) 
If equality holds, {P} separates M. The necessary and sufficient condition 
for this is that 
Vs, ‘v’Bb , / B, n S” 1 = rank S”. (3.2) 
That is, Bb n S” = BbS (say) is the base of the matroid MS = (M restricted 
to 9). Conversely, if j B, n S j is independent of B, , then S is a separator. 
(3.3) THEOREM. Let {P}(s = O,..., k) separate M. Let Bys, be any base 
of M”. Then u, Bf,, is a base of M. 
(Standard result: for proof see [5], 161.) 1 
This result implies that we can get a base in M by forming the union of 
arbitrary bases in the components MS, and conversely. Similarly for 
forests. A circuit in M is a circuit in just one component, and conversely. 
We write 
M= MO+ Ml+ . ..M”‘. (3.4) 
This addition of matroids is commutative and associative, and dually 
DM = DMO -L DMl + . . . DMk (3.5) 
(3.6) THEOREM. If Z C E, and {s”) separates M, then 
rank Z = ,Xg rank(Z n S”). 
(Standard result.) 1 
4. SEMISEPARATION 
A partition {S”) of E satisfying 
,E3 rank S” = rank E + 1 = p + 1 
semiseparates the matroid M. Since, for any base Bb , 
p = / Bb 1 = 2:, j Bb n Ss I < ,E:, rank 9, 
(4.1) 
this implies that Bb meets each S” except one in a forest of (rank S”) edges, 
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i.e., a subbase of S”. The remaining S, , say So for definiteness, intersects 
Bb in a hypobuse, which must be a forest of (rank So - 1) edges. So is then 
a semiseparator of M. If, for any s,Ss meets every base Bb in exactly (rank 3) 
edges, Ss is a separator; and on removing S’ from E (in the obvious 
way) the remaining matroid is semiseparable. Hence we may assume 
without essential loss of generality that M is non-separable, and each 
SS(s = 0, I,... k)(k > 1) is a semiseparator. The converse of this result is 
(4.2) THEOREM. Let M be non-separable and semisepa,rated by {Ss;. 
Then the union of an arbitrary hypobase of one S” (sq b,O in So, for definite- 
ness) and subbases (say B,*) in all remaining S” is a base of M. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that C == b,O u B,’ L, ... v BOX‘ is 
not a base. Since / C / = p, C must be a non-forest. Let 
C’ = b,O v B,l ... v B,,’ 
be the longest sequence of unions in the definition of C which is a forest; 
we proceed to show that C’ v B, j+l is also a forest, which is a (contradiction. 
Let B’ be a base containing C’; then the set B’ U Bl,+l has rank p, and 
hence there is a base B” such that Bi+’ C B” C B’ u Bi+‘. By the definition 
of semiseparation, B” n S” is a subbase of P, except for one s, which 
must be s = 0, for which B” A So = b,O. Hence, for 1 < s < j -t 1, 
B” n S” = B,“, implying that c’ u B, M C B” and therefore is a forest. _ 1 
(4.3) THEOREM. Let a set So C E have the property that the numbers 
j Bb r\ So j taken over the various bases Bb of M assume 2 and only 2 distinct 
values. Then {SO, E\SO} semiseparate M. 
(We say briefly that “SO semiseparates M”, and write E\S” = 9.) 
Proof. For s = 0, 1, maxb / B, n Ss 1 = ps = rank 9. Hence 
min, / Bb n So / = p - pl. 
Hence j Bb n So 1 takes only the two values p” and p - pl, which must be 
distinct, so that p - p1 < p”. Suppose, if possible, that p - p1 < p” - 1. 
Let 1 B, n So / = p - pl; then B, n So is a non-maximal forest in So. 
Hence there exists eh E So such that (B, n So) V eh is also a forest, Ff , say. 
Ff C (B, v eh) which 2 B, and therefore has rank p, and hence there is a 
base B,’ such that Ff C B,,’ C (B, v eh). But then / B,’ n So / = j Ff / = 
p - pl + 1 < p”, contrary to the supposition that every base meets So in 
either p - p1 or p” elements. Hence p - p1 must equal p” - I, and 
{SO, sl} semiseparate M. 1 
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Note that any non-degenerate edge of A4 is a trivial semiseparator of M. 
A matroid with a non-trivial semiseparator is semiseparable, for example, 
a connected graph which splits into two connected parts, each containing 
more than one edge, on removing 2 vertices. Note in addition that, if 
{SO, Sl} semiseparate M, they also semiseparate its dual DM. The subbases 
of So in DM are the complements with respect to So of the hypobases in 
M, and vice versa. 
(4.4) THEOREM. Let So be a semiseparator of M. Then 
(1) there is a matroid MO over So whose bases are the subbases B,O of So 
(with respect to M); 
(2) there is a matroid m” over So whose bases are the hypobases b,D; 
(3) if Z is a subset of So, one of the following two possibilities (3a), (3b) 
occurs: 
(3a) Z has the same subbases w.r.t MO as w.r.t. m”; 
(3b) If bVZ is a subbase of Z w.r.t. m”, then there exists some edge ep 
not in bVZ such that 
BWZ = bVZ u ep (4.5) 
is a subbase of Z w.r.t. MO. Conversely, if BWZ is a subbase of Z w.r.t. MO, 
there exists a subbase bVZ w.r.t. m” and an edge e, not in bVZ such that 
Bz=bzue w 2) 9’ 
Notice that in Case (3a) every forest FI of MO contained in Z is also a 
forest of m” contained in 2, and conversely. Also in Case (3a) Z has the 
same rank in m” and MO 
rank (Z; MO) = rank (Z; m”). (4.6) 
For this reason we call 2 a leve2 subset. On the other hand, in case (3b) 
rank (Z; MO) = rank (Z; m”) + 1 (4.7) 
and Z is a rising subset. 
Proof. Assertion (1) follows immediately from the fact that MO is by 
definition the reduction of M to So. However, with a view to the proof of 
the rest of the theorem, it is useful to approach the question difXerentty. 
There must be at least one other semiseparator of M besides So, say S1 
for definiteness. There must be some base Bd of M which intersects 9 in a 
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hypobase, bdl say. Since bdl is a forest in S and / bdl / = p1 - 1 = 
rank S - 1, there exists an element, ecd) say, such that 
W u et,) = 62 
is a subbase of 9. Let the set &\S” = y; then y n S1 = (5,1 and y n S8 
for s > 2 is a subbase of 9. Hence, by Theorem 4.2, a set El: is a subbase 
of So if and only if (B,O u y) is a base of M. By (2.3) with T2 = y, T1 = ES, 
it follows that there is a matroid MO whose bases are the B,O, establishing 
(1). 
Also let Y = y u et,) , so that Y intersects each S8 (for s 3 1) in a 
subbase. Hence, again by Theorem 4.2, a set bjo is a hypobase of So if and 
only if (bjo u Y) is a base, and again by (2.3) it follows that n;r” is a matroid, 
establishing (2). Any forest F, contained in So is a forest of MD, and (F, u y) 
is then a forest of M. Also FB contained in So is a forest of WZO if and only 
ifF, u YisaforestofM. 
Now, by the remarks above, for any subset Z of E a set bwZ C Z is a 
subbase of Z w.r.t. m” if and only if (bgz u Y) is a subbase of (2 u Y), 
and a set Bwz is a subbase of Z w.r.t. MO if and only if (Bwz u y) is a 
subbase of (Z u y). Since Z u Y = Z u y u qd) , one of the following 
cases (I) or (II) must hold: 
(I) rank (2 u Y) = rank (Z u y) + 1. In this case, since a subbase of 
Z u Y intersects Z u y in at most rank (Z u r) elements, every subbase 
of Z u Y contains also (Z u Y)\(Z u v) = qd) , that is, ecd) is an isthmus 
in the restriction of M to Z u Y. Hence (et,) , (Z u y)} separate this 
restriction. Thus every subbase Z u Y is the union of a subbase of Z U y 
with ecd) . Since qd) 4 Z, this means that the subbases of Z w.r.t. MO and 
w.r.t. m” are identical, i.e., Z is by definition a level subset. 
(II) rank (Z u Y) = rank (Z u y). Let (B,= u y) be any subbase of 
(Z u JJ), and hence also a subbase of (Z u Y), and hence also a subbase of 
(BuIz u Y). Since Y is a forest, it must lie in some subbase of (Bwz U Y) of 
the form (bvZ u Y) for some set bgZ C Bwz, and bvZ must be a subbase of 
Z w.r.t. m”. This subbase (bvz u Y) must have one element fewer than 
BlcrZ u Y, that is, for some element e, not in boZ 
BGz = baZ u ep . 
Conversely, suppose that (bsz u Y) is a subbase of (Z U Y). Then (bez U y) 
is a non-maximal forest of (Z u y), and hence part of some subbase 
t&o= u y) of (Z u y). This subbase must be of the form (bvZ u y u e,) for 
some element e, 6 buZ, i.e., 
Bz=bzue to 0 C7* 
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Hence rank (Z; MO) =- rank (Z: nP) +- I, and Z is a rising subset 
according to the definition. This establishes (3) and completes the proot 
of this theorem. m 
As a particular example of this theorem let eh be any non-degenerate 
element in a matroid M, and take S’ = eh , So = M\e, . The matroid Ma 
is then (by analogy with graph theory) said to be obtained from M by the 
removal of eh , and we denote it by R&t. The bases of RhM are thus all 
bases of M entirely contained in So, and the forests of R,M are all forests 
of M entirely contained in So. The matroid ma is said to be obtained by 
the contraction of e,, , and we denote it by C,,M. Its bases are the forests 
of M lying in So which have the property that the addition of e, makes 
them into bases: similarly for forests C, M. We have 
rank RhM =. p = rank ChM + 1. (4.8) 
Notice that, if M is semiseparated by the sets {Ss} and semiseparated by 
the sets (Tt}, then it is not necessarily semiseparated by the intersections 
{Ss n P). A gegenbeispiel is the complete 4-graph. This graph is semi- 
separated by any edge e, and E\e, , and also by any other edge e, and 
E\e, , but not by e, , e, , and E’\(e, u ez). 
Suppose, however, that M is semiseparated by the S” so that 
L’ rank Ss I= p - 1, 
but separated by the Tt, so that 
L’, rank (s” n Tt) = rank 9, 
2, rank Tt = p. 
The only way these equations can hold is that for one particular value 7 
of t 
z=, rank (Ss n T’) = rank T’ - 1 
while for all other t # 7 
C, rank (P n Tt) = rank Tt. 
That is, for t = T the component of A4 in T is semiseparated by the 
S” n T7 whereas for t # T the component of M in Tt is separated by the 
S” n Tf. Hence M itself is semiseparated by the whole set of {Ss n Tt). 
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5. PATROIDS 
Let M, In be two matroids over the same set E of elements and related 
in the same way as MO, EXO of Theorem (4.4). More exactly, for each 
Z C E let one of the following two cases hold: 
(5.la). The subbases of Z with respect to M are identical with the 
subbases w.r.t. m; Z is level. (Then the restrictions of M and m to Z are 
the same, and rank (Z; M) = rank (Z; m). Note that every subset of a 
level set is level.) 
(5.lb). For each subbase bOZ of Z with respect to rn there exists at least 
one subbase BIZ of Z w.r.t. M and some edge e, not in b,f such that 
BZ=b.Zue ’ w % DI 
and, conversely, for each BwZ there exists such a be2 and e, . Z is rising. 
[Then rank (Z; M) = rank (Z; m) + 1.1 Note that every set containing a 
rising set must be rising, for if not, we would have a level set with a rising 
subset. We also exclude the trivial case that E is itself level, when M = m. 
That is, we suppose 
(5.2) E is rising, and rank M = rank m + 1. 
A PAir of maTROIDS, P = (M, m), satisfying conditions (5. la, b), (5.2) 
is a patroid. 
The simplest (one-edge) patroid is a single edge e, , which is an isthmus 
in M and a loop in m. Less trivially, if a set So semiseparates a matroid M, 
the pair PO = (MO, m”) of matroids over So is by Theorem (4.4) a patroid. 
In particular, if en is any non-degenerate edge in IV, the pair 
Ph(M) = (&IV, C,M) is a patroid. This is closely related to the idea of 
a polarized graph [4], i.e., with two vertices, 1~ I , ug , specially distinguished. 
If e,, is an edge in an ordinary graph G, and t+ , v2 are its end-vertices, 
then RI,G is the graph with eh deleted and v1 , ce kept distinct, and C,<G the 
graph with eh deleted and v1 , v2 identified. 
Brylawski [l] has followed up the idea by calling a matroid M with a 
distinguished non-degenerate edge (point) eh a pointed pregeometry 
(M; eJ. There is thus a close parallelism between such pointed pregeome- 
tries (“rooted matroids”) (M; eh) and the corresponding patroids (R&f, 
ChW. 
A representable or vector patroid (over a field F) is one in which the ele- 
ments (edges) of M are vectors over F, and “rank” is taken in its usual 
sense in linear algebra; m is then the projection of A4 onto some space of 
dimension (rank M - I). This patroid is binary iff F is the field of integers 
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mod 2. If d = {E, , E, ,..., E,J is a family of sets, it is well known that its 
partial transversals form the forests of a matroid M. It is not difficult to 
show that the partial transversals of all subfamilies obtained by omitting 
one set Ei at a time from d are forests of a matroid m. Further, if M z m, 
(M, m) is a transversal patroid. A regular patroid is defined and its proper- 
ties considered by Smith [4]. The properties of the dichromates or Tutte 
polynomials of patroids are considered by Brylawski [l, 21 and Smith [4]. 
In a patroid P = (M, m), the matroid M of higher rank is regal, and 
that, m, of lower rank is commoner. (This preserves a consistent use of the 
letters R, C, which also relate to Removal and Contraction of edges, and 
in the further paper [4] to Resistance and Conductance.). Rank (M) is the 
Regal rank of the patroid, Rrank (P). The following properties of patroids 
follow immediately from the definition: 
(5.3). A patroid P = (M, m) over E has a dual DP = (Dm, DM), and 
RrankP+RrankDP=]EI+l. 
Since every base of m is contained in some base of M, every forest in m is 
a forest in M, and every non-forest in M a non-forest in m. In particular, 
since an isthmus is a forest and a loop a non-forest, an arbitrary edge eh 
can only belong to one of the following 6 classes: 
In M I In m 
Loop Loop 
Non-degenerate Non-degenerate or loop 
Isthmus Isthmus or non-degenerate or loop 
A semicircuit y of P is a circuit of m which is a forest of M. It is rising, 
since 
Conversely 
rank (‘y; m) < 1 y / = rank (y; M). (5.4) 
(5.5) THEOREM. A set S is rising ifand only ifit contains a semicircuit y. 
ProojI If y C S, S is rising since y is rising. Converseiy, suppose S is 
rising. If S = a single edge, eh , this must be a loop in m and a forest in M, 
and hence a semicircuit. Now proceed inductively, setting / S / = n and 
assuming the theorem true for all sets of < n edges. There must be at 
least one edge e,, which is not an isthmus in m otherwise y would be level. 
If every edge of S is an isthmus in M, then S is a forest in M, but not in m, 
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and hence it contains a circuit of m, which must be semicircuit. Otherwise, 
there is an e, which is not an isthmus in either M or m. Then 
rank (S\eh ; m) = rank (S; m), 
rank (S\el, ; M) = rank (S; M), 
and hence S\e, is rising, and by the inductive hypothesis contains a semi- 
circuit. This completes the induction. 1 
(5.6) COROLLARY. The semicircuits are the minimal rising sets. 1 
A circuit r in M is certainly a non-forest in m. Furthermore, each edge 
eh Of r InLISt lie in some CirCUit Of m contained in r, for, if not, by (2.4) eh 
would be in every subbase of I’in m, and hence in every subbase of r in 
M, contradicting the assertion that r is a circuit. Thus two cases arise: 
(1) I’ is itself a circuit of m (and will be called a circuit of P)(this 
includes the case in which ris a loop). 
(2) The circuits y of m contained in r are proper subsets of I’. Hence 
they are semicircuits of P. Every edge is contained in at least one y, so 
that there are at least two such semicircuits, say y1 , ya . Consider y1 u yz ; 
suppose, if possible, that it is a forest of M. Then either y1 u yz 
or (rr u yz)\ei for some et must be a forest of m, which is impossible, 
since they contain one or other of y1 , yz as a subset. Hence y, u yr is a 
non-forest of M, and therefore = I’. 
(5.7) THEOREM. If a circuit r of M is not a circuit of m, it is the union 
of two semicircuits. 1 
Let eh be non-degenerate in both M and m. Then it is not difficult to 
show that (R,M, R,m) also form a patroid, which could be called RhP, 
and (C,M, C,m) form a patroid ChP. 
The converse of the process of semiseparating a matroid into patroids 
is that of welding 2 patroids into a matroid, described as follows: 
(5.8) THEOREM. Let S, S2 be disjoint sets. Let Pp = (MD, mp) be a 
patroid over the set Ep (p = 1,2). Then there is a matroid M, the “weld” 
of PI, P2 (written P1 weld P2) such that M is semiseparated into P’, P2 by 
the partition (S, S2}. 
ProoJ Evidently M has to be defined over E = S’ u S2, and the bases 
of M have to be all unions of the form B& = B,l u bd2 and 
Br8 = b,l v Bd2, where B,l is a base of Ml, bd2 a base of ma, and b,l, Bd2 
similarly bases of ml, M2 
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It is enough to show that we define the presumptive “bases of M” to be 
sets of the form Bid , Bzd, and if. for any Z C E we set rz = the set of all 
Z n BLd : Z n BE, , then the number of elements in any maximal member 
of 01~ depends only on Z, and not on the particular base Bid or B’fd chosen. 
We can write Z == Z1 u z’. where Zl’ =: Z n Sp. Let Bf” denote a 
typical subbase of Z” in M”, i.e.. a maximal intersection of any B,,” with 
Z”. Consider the following two cases: 
(1) At least one of Z’, Z2 is level in the corresponding patroid P1 or P2, 
say for definiteness Z1 in P’. Then BF’ u Bz2 = bf’ u Bf2 is the inter- 
section of the base Bzd of M with Z = Z1 U Z2 and clearly it is maximal. 
Every other intersection of a base BLd or Bzd with Z is a subset of B:’ u Bz*. 
Hence every maximal intersection is of the form Bfl u Bz’. This contains 
Rrank (Z1; P’) + Rrank (Z?; P) edges. This sum depends only on Z, as 
should be so if the structure is to be a matroid M; and, assuming M to be 
a matroid, it is rank (Z; M). 
(2) each of Z1, Z’ is a rising set in the corresponding patroid. A similar 
argument then shows that the maximal intersection of M with Z must 
have one of the forms Bfl u b:” , bf’ u Bf” . These all have 
Rrank (Zl; P’) + Rrank (Z2; P’) - 1 = v(Z) elements. 
This again is independent of M, verifying (1 .lb). Hence M is a matroid, 
and, in Case 2, rank (2; M) = q(Z). u 
Note that, if PO = (MO, nr”) is any patroid over So, and P’ is a patroid 
consisting of a single element eh not in So, and if M = (PO weld PI) 
defined as above, then it follows from Theorem 5.8 that 
MO = R&f, m” = C,J4. (5.9) 
Hence any patroid Pa = (MO, m”) can always be expressed in the form 
(5.9) for suitable M. Conversely, as we have already seen, PO = (MO, m”) 
defined by (5.9) is a patroid. 
Note also that the dual 
D(Pl weld P) = (DP) weld (DP2). (5.10) 
Now consider the weld A4 = (PO weld PI) of two patroids. Let r be a 
circuit of M, and TJ’ = r n S” (p = 0, 1); Sp = the set of edges of Pp. 
If F” is a non-forest, it is (by the minimality condition) a circuit in So, and 
P = o. Similarly if P is a nonforest. The remaining possibility is that 
r”, F are both forests in M, and hence P is a forest in Ms. Suppose, if 
possible, that To is a forest in m”, so that To C b,O. Then since P is a forest, 
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P _C some Bbl, so that r = To u P C b,O u Bbl, a base of J4. contrary to 
the supposition that Pis a circuit. Hence P is a non-forest in m”. Suppose, 
if possible, that do C I”O is a non-forest of nr”. Then do u I’l i,s contained in 
no b,zo u BC1 (since do $L b,O) and in no B,O u b,l (since P $L licl) and hence 
do u P is a non-forest C I’, contrary to the assertion that .I’ is a circuit. 
Hence r” must be a minimal non-forest in m”, i.e., a circuit of mO, i.e., a 
semicircuit of PO. Similarly for PI. That is 
(5.11) THEOREM. A circuit r in A4 = (PO weld PI) is either a circuit of 
PO or a circuit of PI, or the union of a semicircuit of PO and a semicircuit of 
P’. 1 
The converse is true. A circuit of P*I (p = 0, 1) is evidently a circuit of 
(PO weld P’). If r” is a semicircuit of Pp’, then by the argument given above 
r” u P = ris certainly a non-forest of M. But any proper part of r, say 
do u P, is contained in a forest do u b,l. Hence r is minimal, and is a 
circuit. 1 
Brylawski [I] has defined series and parallel combinations of pointed 
pregeometries. From our point of view, this effectively combines two 
patroids to form new patroids, whereas the weld combines them to form 
a matroid. In fact, the weld is the commoner matroid of the series combina- 
tion, and the regal matroid of the parallel combination, so that Brylawski’s 
ideas are closely related to ours. 
6. SEPARABILITY OF PATROIDS 
A patroid P = (M, m) is said to be separated by the partition {S”} of E if 
both its regal and commoner matroids are separated by {S”). Thus 
2, rank (9; M) = rank M = Rrank P = p, 
Zs rank (9; m) = rank m = p - 1. 
These relations are only possible if one 9, say So for definiteness, is rising, 
and all other S8 are level. But if S” (s # 0) is level, by (5.1 a) the restrictions 
of M and m to S” are identical, i.e., MS = ms with obvious notation. 
Since So is rising, the conditions (5. la, b) applied to subsets X of So imply 
that (MO, m”) form a patroid PO, the restriction of P to So. Every base of 
M(or m) is the union of a base of MO (or, respectively, m”) with bases of 
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Ml, M”,... . It is natural to say that P is separated into the patroid PO and 
the matroids M” (s -# 0), and to write 
f.‘= PO .1- Ml+ . . . $ M”. (6.1) 
If any Ss Z o , P is separable. 
(4.2) THEOREM. If in a patroid P = (M, m) over E the matroids M, m 
are both separable, so also is P. That is, there is a pair of non-empty sets 
U”, U1 separating M and m simultaneously. 
Proof. By (5.9) there is a matroid M+, say, containing an edge e. such 
that M = R,M+, m = C,M+. The theorem then follows from the lemma 
to Theorem II of Crapo [3]. i 
(6.3) THEOREM. Suppose that PI is separable, say P1 = P’ + M. Then 
P1 weld P2 - (P’ weld P2) + M. 1 
(6.4) THEOREM. Let M be a non-separable matroid semiseparated by So. 
Then MO and m” are not both separable. 
Proof. We can write M = PO weld Pl. If MO, m” were both separable, 
then by (6.2) PO would be separable, hence (6.3) would give a separation 
ofM. 1 
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